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Abstract 

A study is underway to determine the abundance and characteristics of micro-plastics.  The 

objectives of the study are to determine the abundance and distribution of micro-plastics on 

beaches; describe the micro-plastics found on beaches and deduce the environmental effects of 

micro-plastics found on beaches in Kilifi creek.  Sampling is carried out along three (3) transects 

each at four (4) locations - Seahorse, Nkoma, Kombeni and Konjora.   Five (5) quadrats 

(dimension 0.25m× 0.25m) are randomly sampled along each transect; 15 samples taken for 

every location. The top layer of sediment (approximately 3–6 cm) is removed and sieved through 

a 5 mm sieve into a collection container.  Items (including plastic) larger than 5 mm are 

discarded. The collected material is taken the lab for processing.  In the lab, separation of micro-

plastics from other collected matter will be done using a combination of sieving (items between 

0.5 and 5 mm), density separation (items between 200 and 500 μm), and visual sorting.  All 
samples will be passed through a series of mesh sizes (5mm, 4mm, 2mm, 1mm and 0.5mm) and 

the retained material visually inspected for micro-plastics.  All of the micro-plastics from each 

sample will be sorted by size, shape and colour. The length and mass for each particle recorded 

before being subjected to attenuated total reflection Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy 

(ATR-FTIR) to determine micro-plastic chemical composition.  The ATR-FTIR spectrum will be 

compared to a reference database to determine the type of micro-plastic (e.g. polypropylene, 

polystyrene, polyethylene).  Differences in microplastics abundance and mass will be analysed 

with nested analysis of variance (ANOVA). The locations examined will be divided into two 

groups based on their marine influence, with Konjora and Kombeni influenced by freshwater 

discharge and forcing, and Nkoma and Seahorse more largely dominated by marine tides.  The 

study will help understand availability of micro-plastics to marine life, and the risks they pose to 

the health of benthic communities, ecological processes and food security, and to effectively 

monitor and manage these risks.      


